
 

FINDING COMMON GROUND 
 
 

OUTCOMES 
 
1. Reflect on personal experiences 
related to a broad topic 
2. Discover what personal 
experiences people have in 
common 
3. Map out clusters of themes that 
people have in common to 
support a  
group decision for picking a topic 
4. Participants understand how 
many of their personal 
experiences are  
shared, and that they are shared 
for a reason. 

OVERVIEW                                                            20 - 60 min 
 
This is a poetry and mind-mapping activity that provides an opportunity 
for participants to share personal ideas about a broad topic, and then 
discover what they all have in common. It’s great to use if the group is 
trying to come up with a single, more narrow topic to focus on. You can 
also simply use it in place of a brainstorm where you want a ‘deeper’ and 
more authentic participation than a brainstorm can often allow. 
 

 
MATERIALS 

SEQUENCE 

 
➔ 5 sheets of paper for 

each participant 
➔ A pen or pencil for each 

participant 
➔ Black poster paper or a 

whiteboard 
➔ Markers 

 
 
 
ADAPTATIONS 
 
You can use this as an evaluation 
or assessment tool (using for 
example the prompt: If this 
program could talk... ), etc... this 
process could lead to sharing 
your discoveries out in a poetic 
way. On your poster or 
white-board start with categories 
for the share out like “This is 
great” “Ideas for improvement”  
“Questions” “Next Steps” etc. As 
people are sharing what they 
noticed they had in common with 

1. Pass out pens and paper - start with 5 sheets for everyone (tip: decide 
how you will distribute paper and pens ahead of time and be willing to 
change your plan to accommodate the group. example: let the group know 
there is plenty of paper in the front and the back of the room and if they 
need it they are welcome to it or let 
them know you will pass it out - try to calculate how much they will need 
and give them extra to eliminate this as a distraction) 
 
2. Explain that we will do a freewrite, this means you are free to write 
whatever comes to mind after you hear the prompt. Spelling and 
punctuation doesn’t matter - your only responsibility is to keep writing - 
you will only share what you are comfortable sharing this could be nothing, 
a part of it or the whole thing. If you can only think of “I can’t think of 
anything” write that until something else comes to you. It could come in the 
form of a poem, a story, the key word here is FREE!  
 
3. The prompt, which everyone should write on the top of their paper (have 
this written up on the wall so all participants can see it),  
If the _________________________ could talk... The blank in the 
prompt is the topic of the workshop or the focus of the workshop. For 
example, for a group exploring the issues in Oakland, the prompt would be, 
“If the streets of Oakland could talk...” The purpose of this prompt is to 
invite and indirectly draw out the experiences of people who live in 
Oakland. 
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others, ask them which category 
their idea should go in. 
 
 
 
SOURCE  
 
This activity was jointly created 
by Partners for Collaborative 
Change, Telejon Quinn, Levana 
Saxon and Joshua Bloom, written 
by Kelly Abraham and inspired 
by a popular writing prompt from 
Youth Speaks 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Give the group 2 - 5 minutes (check in halfway and let participants know 
their remaining time). When there is 30 seconds left tell them to finish their 
thought. Ask them to put their pencils down when time is up. 
 
5. Give people a minute to read over their freewrite and decide what part if 
any they are willing to share. Make sure everyone has at least one more 
page of paper that is blank (tip: while group is reading over their freewrite 
hand out paper to anyone who will need it for the next step)  
 
6. Share with the group that the purpose of the activity is to find what we 
have in common with each other. As someone is sharing, and for about 30 
seconds afterwards, everyone can jot down notes about what they have in 
common with the person sharing. Maybe it’s just a word that resonates with 
them, maybe a feeling or an actual experience. 
 
7. Get as many people to read as you have time for (tip: after a few people 
have gone, revisit the shy and less willing participants to share just 2 lines 
they wrote) 
 
8. After everyone has shared a line or more from what they wrote, now you 
will ask for people to share their notes about what they have in common 
and create clusters of these ideas on a poster paper or whiteboard using 
the following process:  

⇢ Invite someone from the group to share a line, word or idea that 
they heard that they had in common with someone who shared. 
For example, “I hear guns flash at midnight.” You write the line up 
on the board, and then ask those in the group to raise their hands if 
they also wrote this line, or another similar to it as something they 
had in common. You write a check-mark for each hand that is 
raised next to the line.  

⇢ Then invite people to call out some of the words, lines or ideas 
related to “I hear guns flash at midnight”  

⇢ Write those words, lines or ideas around the words they connect to, 
like “midnight” or “guns”  

⇢ Ask, are we complete with all related words and ideas connected to 
“I hear guns flash at midnight?” 

⇢ Once the group has completely unpacked the terms and ideas 
around for example, invite someone else to share a new line, word 
or idea that they had in common. For example, “Loneliness” and 
repeat the process above. Do this until the common lists have been 
exhausted/completely shared out.  

 
9. To debrief, and begin to build towards a systemic analysis of the issues 
they experience, ask some of the following questions: 

⇢ What did you notice? 
⇢ Why do you think so many people all mentioned the same things? 
⇢ What other communities have the same issue in common, and 

what communities don’t? 
⇢ Why? 
⇢ What do you think are the causes of these issues? 
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